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Abstract 

 

Introduction: Emotional dispositions have been found to influence outcomes and have 

applications in many areas, such as in the clinical, health, social, educational, and 

organizational domains. Specifically, they may influence individuals’ addictive behaviour 

tendencies. The aim of this study was to investigate the convergent validity between two 

questionnaires measuring individual differences linked to emotional dispositions, the Profile 

of Emotional Competences (PEC) full-form and the Trait Emotional Intelligence 

Questionnaire (TEIQue) full-form. Examining the convergent validity will identify the 

similarities and the unique aspects of each questionnaire. Our hypotheses were based on 

relationships displaying large effect sizes (r > .50). Methodology: A sample of 1026 

participants took part in this study (Mage = 21.35 years old, age range = 18-30). Participants 

completed both the PEC and the TEIQue in a counterbalanced order. Results: Results 

indicated large overlaps between the two questionnaires, however two main differences 

emerged: first, the PEC allows to capture precisely the emotional dispositions at the 

intrapersonal and interpersonal levels, while the TEIQue mixes both levels; second, the 

competence “using emotions”, both for one’s own emotions and for others’ emotions, is not 

comprehensively reflected in the TEIQue. Discussion: Overall, the PEC may help to capture 

more specifically the distinction between intrapersonal and interpersonal emotional 

competences. Future research should investigate comparatively the criterion validity of both 

questionnaires with specific outcome variables. Practical implications: Future research and 

applied work with addiction aiming at clarifying the implication of both intrapersonal and 

interpersonal emotional competences may consider to rather use the PEC than the TEIQue. 

Keywords: emotional intelligence, emotional competences, emotion identification, 

emotion expression, emotion understanding, emotion regulation, emotion use  
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Introduction 

 

Individual differences linked to emotional dispositions at the trait level have been referred to 

as trait emotional intelligence (EI) or emotional competences (EC). EI/EC refer to the self-

perception of emotional abilities at a trait level, that is to say, the typical performance of 

people in terms of identifying, expressing, understanding, regulating, and using emotions, for 

themselves and for others, in order to adapt to their environment (Brasseur et al., 2013; 

Petrides et al., 2016; Scherer, 2007). The field of EI and EC at the trait level has applications 

in the areas of clinical, health, social, educational, organizational, and developmental 

psychology (Petrides et al., 2016; Sarrionandia & Mikolajczak, 2020). Specifically regarding 

addiction, higher EI was found to be a protective factor against smoking (Kun & 

Demetrovics, 2010; Torres et al., 2020), alcohol use, and illicit drug use (Kun & Demetrovics, 

2010). Furthermore, technological addictions are of recent interest (Gugliandolo et al., 2019), 

and EI has been found to be a protective factor against problematic internet behaviour 

(Arrivillaga et al., 2020; Hsieh et al., 2018; Sechi et al., 2020; Wang & Zhang, 2020), and 

smartphone use (Arrivillaga et al., 2020; Busch & McCarthy, 2021; Mascia et al., 2020). 

Finally, EI and EC may not only act as protective factors against addiction behaviours, but 

may also represent an important adjuvant for counsellors providing support for people with 

addiction, given addiction counsellors with higher EI have been found to display higher 

cultural empathy (Smith et al., 2020). Taken together, these findings showcase the societal 

relevance of EI and EC to better understand addiction. 

Concerning terminology, EI has been mostly used since the concept was defined by 

Salovey and Mayer (1990). However, researchers have called for a terminology shift towards 

EC (Brasseur et al., 2013; Scherer, 2007). Specifically, there is growing evidence that unlike 

intelligence, EC can be taught and improved (Brasseur et al., 2013; Hodzic et al., 2017). 

However, the question of EC and EI measurement remains critical (Laborde & Allen, 2016), 

and there is a continuous need for measurement evaluation, given the fast-paced theoretical 
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advancements in this area (Mikolajczak, 2010), and because of the regular development of 

new scales (e.g., Pekaar et al., 2018). Therefore, the aim of this study is to analyse the 

convergent validity of two questionnaires aimed to assess EI/EC at the trait level, the trait 

emotional intelligence questionnaire (TEIQue; Petrides, 2009) and the profile for emotional 

competences (PEC; Brasseur et al., 2013). 

The TEIQue (Petrides, 2009) measures a constellation of emotion-related self-

perceptions situated at the lower levels of personality hierarchies (Petrides et al., 2007), 

reflecting how people deal with their own and others’ emotions. This questionnaire has been 

utilised in numerous studies, which among other aspects, displayed higher predictive ability 

on a range of life outcomes in comparison to established personality constructs such as the big 

five (e.g., Siegling et al., 2015). Moreover, research has reported that EI measured with the 

TEIQue was connected to genetic factors (van der Linden et al., 2018; Vernon et al., 2008) 

and to biological mechanisms linked to stress, such as the stress hormone cortisol (Laborde et 

al., 2014; Mikolajczak et al., 2007), and with a marker of self-regulation, heart rate variability 

(Laborde et al., 2011; Laborde et al., 2015). The TEIQue is available in two versions 

(Petrides, 2009), a full-form version (153 items, 4 factors, 15 subscales) and a short-form 

version (30 items, 4 factors). The definition of the TEIQue subscales is provided in Table 1. 

Insert Table 1 near here 

The PEC (Brasseur et al., 2013) measures how individuals deal with intrapersonal and 

interpersonal information, on the five core EC, namely identification, expression, 

understanding, regulation, and use of emotions. The main difference with the TEIQue is that 

the PEC splits explicitly each of the five main EC into two dimensions, intrapersonal and 

interpersonal, while the TEIQue integrates both intrapersonal and interpersonal information in 

its factors (Brasseur et al., 2013; Nozaki et al., 2019; Petrides, 2009). This distinction allows 

to better understand the relationship of EC with outcomes (Pekaar et al., 2020), given certain 

aspects may be more related to intrapersonal EC, such as health (Mikolajczak et al., 2015; 
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Nozaki & Koyasu, 2016), perceived stress (You et al., 2020), or executive functions 

(Vaughan et al., 2020), while other may be more connected to interpersonal EC, such as 

relationships (Brasseur et al., 2013). This intra/interpersonal distinction allows as well to 

better understand the relationship of EC with established personality constructs, such as with 

the Big five (Laborde et al., 2020). Despite the PEC being a relatively new instrument in 

comparison to the TEIQue, empirical evidence has demonstrated its ability to predict 

subjective health and happiness (Nozaki & Koyasu, 2016) as well as objective health 

outcomes (Mikolajczak et al., 2015). Furthermore, building on the distinction between 

intrapersonal and interpersonal EC, people with higher interpersonal EC were found to show 

higher helpful behaviour towards ostracized people (Nozaki, 2015). Additionally, taking into 

account the interaction between intrapersonal and interpersonal EC may help to better 

understand their relationship with specific psychological and physiological outcomes, such as 

parental burnout (Bayot et al., 2021) or Anorexia Nervosa (Doba & Nandrino, 2020). The 

PEC full-form (Brasseur et al., 2013) has 50 items, 2 factors, and 10 subscales, while the PEC 

short-form has 20 items, 2 factors, and 10 subscales (Mikolajczak et al., 2014). The definition 

of the subscales is provided in Table 2. 

Insert Table 2 near here 

To date, the convergent validity between the TEIQue and the PEC has only been briefly 

investigated during the validation process of the PEC (Brasseur et al., 2013). However, in this 

study, the TEIQue short-form was used, and therefore only a comparison with the global trait 

EI (i.e., the average score of all items) could be realized. Findings showed that the PEC global 

score was significantly highly correlated with the TEIQue global score (r = .77), however the 

correlation was higher for the PEC intrapersonal factor (r = .78) than with the PEC 

interpersonal factor (r = .52). This finding would suggest that the TEIQue captures more 

intrapersonal than interpersonal aspects. Taking the TEIQue short-form to evaluate the 

convergent validity with the PEC may not be the most optimal choice, even if the factor 
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structure is expected to be similar between the TEIQue full-form and short-form (Laborde et 

al., 2016). For example, the TEIQue short-form has been shown to produce systematically 

higher scores than the TEIQue long-form (Laborde et al., 2017), though both questionnaires 

remain highly correlated and predict outputs in a similar way. Therefore, to better analyse the 

convergent validity between the two questionnaires, we will use the full-form versions for 

both the TEIQue and the PEC. 

In assessing the convergent validity between the TEIQue full-form and the PEC full-

form, we will recruit a large sample (N > 1000). Given our large sample size and the likely 

high amount of significant correlations we will find, we will base our hypotheses on the effect 

size of the relationships, and predict only the relationships where large effect sizes, with r > 

.50 (Cohen, 1988), can be expected based on theoretical considerations (Brasseur et al., 2013; 

Petrides, 2009). Hypotheses take as a reference point the PEC subscales and factors, based on 

their organization into intrapersonal and interpersonal EC (see Table 3). For clarity and space 

matters, hypotheses are only made either at the subscale level, or at the factor/global trait 

level. Therefore, no hypotheses are made between subscales of one questionnaire and factors 

of the other questionnaire. 

Insert Table 3 near here 

Methods 

 

Participants 

 

A total of 1026 students were involved in this research (516 male, 510 female, mean age = 

21.35 years old, age range = 18-30 years old). Participants had to be at least 18 to participate, 

and to study at the local University. There were no further inclusion nor exclusion criteria. 

Instruments 

 

Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire (TEIQue) 

 

The Spanish version of the TEIQue was used in this research (Petrides, 2009). The TEIQue 

full-form (Petrides, 2009) contains 153 items, 15 subscales, and four factors. The four factors 
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are well-being (e.g., “On the whole, I’m pleased with my life”), self-control (e.g., “Others 

admire me for being relaxed.”), emotionality (e.g., “I often pause and think about my 

feelings”), and sociability (e.g., “I would describe myself as a good negotiator”). The 15 

subscales are self-esteem, emotion expression, motivation, emotion regulation, happiness, 

empathy, social competence, impulsiveness, emotion perception, stress management, emotion 

management, optimism, relationship skills, adaptability, and assertiveness. Items are scored 

on a Likert-scale from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree). Cronbach’s α are 

displayed in Table 4. 

Insert Table 4 here 

Profile of emotional competences 

 

The PEC (Brasseur et al., 2013) contains 50 items, assessed from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 

(strongly agree) on a Likert-scale. It measures five core EC separately, distinctly for one’s 

own and others’ emotions. Ten subscales can be thus calculated: identification of one’s 

emotions, identification of others’ emotions, understanding of one's emotions, understanding 

of others’ emotions, expression of one’s emotions, listening to others’ emotions, regulation of 

one's emotions, regulation of others’ emotions, use of one’s emotions, use of others’ 

emotions. Three global scores can be calculated: an intrapersonal EC score, an interpersonal 

EC score, and a global EC score. Examples of items are “during an argument, I can’t identify 

whether I am sad or angry” and “my emotions inform me of what is important to me”. Given 

the PEC was not available in Spanish, a preliminary step was to validate the PEC to Spanish. 

This preliminary step is described in the procedure and data analysis sections. Cronbach’s α 

of the validated version are displayed in Table 4. 

Procedure  

 

Given the PEC was not available in Spanish, the first step was to translate and validate the 

questionnaire into Spanish. To achieve this aim, guidelines from Van de Vijver and 
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Hambleton (1996) were followed. A double back-translation procedure was used to adapt the 

questionnaire from English to Spanish. Two fully bilingual Spanish University professors 

translated the questionnaire into Spanish, which was then back translated independently by 

two fully bilingual English native Professors (originating from Great Britain), all with 

educational background in psychology. Items were discussed until consensus was reached 

among the authors. 

Once the PEC was translated to Spanish, the data collection for this study could start. 

The Ethics committee of a University in Spain provided ethical clearance for the study prior 

to data collection. Participants were recruited via research assistants trained to questionnaire 

data collection by the second author. Taking part in this research protocol was not part of a 

course requirement, and participants did not receive any payment in exchange of 

participation. Participants were presented with a brief description of the study objective and 

were then given the opportunity to participate. The research assistants made clear that 

participation was voluntary, anonymous, and that participants could withdraw at any time. 

Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants. Questionnaires were 

completed in a quiet classroom setting and took between 35 and 45 minutes to complete. The 

order of the two questionnaires was counterbalanced.  

Data analysis 

Data of the PEC and TEIQue were first checked for normality. As our preliminary aim was to 

confirm the structure of the PEC in Spanish, we ran a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

with AMOS 17 on our sample, with the following fit indices: the 2 statistic, the comparative 

fit index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), the root mean square of approximation 

(RMSEA), the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). The 2 statistic constitutes a 

subjective index of fit, with large chi-square values relative to degrees of freedom indicating a 

poor fit, and small values indicating a good fit (Jöreskog, 1993). However, 2 is quite 

sensitive to sample size and inflates with large samples (Raykov, 1998). For the CFI and the 
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TLI values between .90 and .94 indicate acceptable fit, whereas values of .95 and higher 

indicate a relatively good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). For the RMSEA values smaller than .08 

indicate acceptable fit, whereas values smaller than .05 indicate a good fit. For SRMR a good 

fit is indicated by values smaller than .08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999). 

To analyse the convergent validity between the PEC and the TEIQue, bivariate 

Pearson correlation analyses were run. Given the large sample size and the likely high 

associations between two self-report questionnaires aiming to assess EI at the trait level, we 

formulated our hypotheses not only taking into account the significance level but also the 

effect size, considering only large effect sizes, so with r > .50. 

Results 

CFA 

As a model for the CFA, we took the ten subscales and the two main factors of the PEC to see 

whether the original structure would replicate in the Spanish sample. The first CFA indicated 

acceptable fit to the data: 2 = 299.161, df = 34, p < .001, CFI = .93, TLI = .90, RMSEA = 

.08, SRMR = .05. However, analysis of the modification indices (M.I.) suggested that 

correlating the error variance between two subscales from the interpersonal factor, namely 

“regulating others’ emotions” and “using others’ emotions” would improve model fit (value 

modification index = 142.273). Thus, our final CFA model indicated a good fit to the data 

supporting the PEC factor structure in a Spanish sample: 2 = 146.049, df = 33, p < .001, CFI 

= .97, TLI = .96, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .03.  

Convergent Validity 

 

An overview of the descriptive data can be seen in Table 4, and the correlation matrix can be 

seen in Table 5.  

Insert Table 5 near here 

Discussion 

 

The aim of this study was to investigate the convergent validity between two questionnaires 

aiming to measure EI/EC at the trait level, the PEC and the TEIQue. Our hypotheses 
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regarding the associations between both questionnaires with large effect sizes were mostly 

confirmed, however certain discrepancies appeared, showing that both scales provide unique 

information. 

Validation of the PEC to Spanish 

As a preliminary step, we needed to validate the PEC to Spanish. While checking 

whether the data from the Spanish sample was matching the original structure of the PEC in 

10 subscales and 2 factors, it appeared necessary to correlate the error variance of two 

dimensions from the interpersonal factor, “regulating others’ emotions” and “using others’ 

emotions”. According to Brasseur et al. (2013), the first dimension refers to being able to 

regulate stress or emotions in others when they are not appropriate to the context. The second 

refers to being able to use others’ emotions to help them improve reflection, decisions, and 

actions. Even though both competences are conceptually distinct; we observed some overlap 

between them, in that using others’ emotions could be seen as regulating others’ emotions 

with the objective to achieve a specific goal. 

Convergent validity between the TEIQue and the PEC 

The main aim of this study was to analyse the convergent validity between the TEIQue 

and the PEC, and we will discuss these in turn regarding our hypotheses (see Table 3) using 

the PEC subscales as a reference point. 

Regarding the PEC subscale “identification of one’s emotions”, our hypothesis was 

confirmed, with a significant correlation and large effect size found with the TEIQue subscale 

“emotion perception (self and others)”. Regarding the PEC subscale “identification of others’ 

emotions”, our hypothesis is partially confirmed, given we found a significant correlation and 

large effect size with the TEIQue subscales “emotion perception (self and others)” and 

“empathy”, but not with relationship skills. This means that the TEIQue subscale 

“relationship skills”, defined as “being capable of having fulfilling personal relationships” 

(Petrides, 2009) captures additional variance beyond aspects related to identifying others’ 
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emotions. 

Regarding the PEC subscale “understanding of one’s emotions”, our hypothesis is 

confirmed, with a significant correlation and large effect size found with the TEIQue subscale 

“emotion perception (self and others)”. This finding illustrates the notion that perceiving 

emotion in the self and others plays a major role in being able to understand one’s emotions. 

Regarding the PEC subscale “understanding of others’ emotions”, our hypothesis is partially 

confirmed, given we found a significant correlation and large effect size with the TEIQue 

subscales “emotion perception (self and others)” and “empathy”, but not with the TEIQue 

subscale “relationship skills”. This means that the TEIQue subscale “relationship skills” 

captures additional variance beyond aspects related to understanding others’ emotions. 

Regarding the PEC subscale “expressing one’s emotions”, our hypothesis was partially 

confirmed, with a significant correlation and large effect size found with the TEIQue subscale 

“emotion expression”. However, a significant correlation and large effect size was also found 

with the TEIQue subscale “emotion perception (self and others)”. This finding may illustrate 

the need to be able to perceive one’s own and others’ emotions, if one wants also to be able to 

express one’s emotions satisfactorily.  

Regarding the PEC subscale “regulating one’s emotions”, our hypothesis is confirmed. 

We found as expected a significant correlation and large effect size with the TEIQue 

subscales “emotion regulation” and “stress management”. In the literature, stress is generally 

seen as a general adaptation mechanism, whereas emotions can be considered as responses 

triggered by specific appraisals, and have also a specific purpose regarding the goal to be 

achieved (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Scherer, 2005; Selye, 1951). This finding matches the 

PEC subscale “regulating one’s emotions” which encompasses both stress and emotion 

regulation (Brasseur et al., 2013). Regarding the PEC subscale “regulating others’ emotions”, 

our hypothesis was not confirmed. We expected a significant correlation and large effect sizes 

with two TEIQue subscales, “emotion management (others)” and “relationship skills”, 
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however these produced only moderate effect sizes. Overall, the PEC subscale “regulating 

others’ emotions” indicated no correlation with any of the TEIQue subscales, which argues 

that this subscale’s conceptual uniqueness is not captured by any TEIQue subscale. 

Regarding the PEC subscale “using one’s emotions”, our hypothesis is confirmed, given 

only a significant correlation and moderate effect size was found with the TEIQue subscale 

“adaptability”. No other large effect was observed with any of the other TEIQue subscales. 

This finding suggests a unique feature of the PEC in contrast to the TEIQue in 

conceptualizing and measuring the use of one’s emotions, which is a core competence 

reflecting the integration of emotions into the optimization process of goal-directed behaviors. 

Regarding the PEC subscale “using others’ emotions”, our hypothesis is partially 

validated. A significant correlation and large effect size was found with the TEIQue subscale 

“emotion regulation”, however no correlation was found with the TEIQue subscale 

“relationship skills”. This illustrates that the TEIQue subscale “relationship skills”, the ability 

in being capable of having fulfilling personal relationships (Petrides, 2009), does not integrate 

the notion of being able to use others’ emotions to help them make more adaptive decisions or 

realize more adaptive actions (Brasseur et al., 2013).  

Regarding the PEC factor intrapersonal EC, our hypothesis was partially confirmed. As 

expected, we found intrapersonal EC to correlate significantly with large effect sizes with 

three TEIQue factors theoretically reflecting intrapersonal EC (i.e., well-being, self-control, 

and emotionality) and with the global TEIQue score, in line with the assumption that the 

TEIQue mostly focuses on intrapersonal EC (Brasseur et al., 2013; Petrides, 2009). In 

addition, we found a positive significant correlation with large effect size with the TEIQue 

factor sociability. This is potentially due to the fact that sociability encompasses two facets 

that may rely on interpersonal EC: social competence, which describes accomplished 

networkers with excellent social skills, and assertiveness, which reflects one’s willingness to 

stand up for their rights (Petrides, 2009). Regarding interpersonal EC, our hypothesis to find a 
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significant relationship with large effect sizes only with the TEIQue global score and with the 

TEIQue factors emotionality and sociability but not with the TEIQue factors well-being and 

self-control was confirmed. The TEIQue factors well-being and self-control showed only 

moderate correlations with the PEC factor interpersonal EC, while displaying at the same time 

large correlations with the PEC factor intrapersonal EC, which reflects that the TEIQue 

factors well-being and self-control are more strongly based on intrapersonal EC. Finally, our 

hypothesis regarding the PEC global score was partially confirmed, given it was correlated 

with large effect sizes with the TEIQue global score and all TEIQue factors but one. 

Specifically, only a moderate effect size was found between the global PEC score and the 

TEIQue factor self-control, meaning that self-control, the ability to control impulses and urges 

(Petrides, 2009), is not strongly reflected in the PEC global score. 

To sum up, the PEC and the TEIQue show convergent validity in many aspects, but also 

displayed some unique features that make them conceptually different from each other. As 

evidenced by our findings, and in line with theoretical considerations underlying the PEC and 

the TEIQue (Brasseur et al., 2013; Nozaki et al., 2019; Petrides, 2009), the main distinction is 

that the PEC differentiates explicitly and systematically competences related to intrapersonal 

and interpersonal emotions, while the TEIQue aggregates both, with some TEIQue subscales 

spanning both aspects, while other TEIQue subscales target specifically only one aspect. This 

characteristic can be considered a limitation of the TEIQue, given being able to differentiate 

clearly between intrapersonal and interpersonal emotional process appears critical both 

conceptually and at the applied level when designing interventions. Further, the PEC seems to 

have a unique feature in considering the competence ‘using’. Indeed, the TEIQue global score 

displayed correlations and large effect sizes on all PEC factors and subscales, besides the PEC 

subscales “using one’s emotions” and “using others’ emotions”. However, the PEC subscale 

“using others’ emotions” indicated a large correlation with the TEIQue subscale “emotion 

management (others)”, and the PEC subscale “using one’s emotions” does not show any 
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correlation with large effect size with any TEIQue subscales. This finding points towards a 

unique characteristic of the PEC concerning its ability to measure the competence “using 

emotions” for both self and others, which the TEIQue does not address. This has both 

theoretical and applied consequences, given using one’s and others’ emotions is critical to 

make the most adaptive decisions and realize the most adaptive actions (Brasseur et al., 

2013). 

Limitations 

Our study had some strengths (e.g., large sample size), but had also some limitations. For 

example, the sample comprised only students, and therefore results can’t be generalized to 

different populations. Future research should therefore investigate the convergent validity 

between the PEC and the TEIQue in other samples, as well as in other cultures. In addition, 

history of any psychiatric diagnosis or medicine use related to emotional dispositions was not 

controlled for. Moreover, some Cronbach’s α of the TEIQue subscales are just below the 

acceptable threshold of .70: emotion regulation (.68), emotion perception (.69), emotion 

management (.69), adaptability (.69) and assertiveness (.66), which suggests caution while 

interpreting the findings related to these subscales. 

Conclusion 

To further compare the validity of the two questionnaires, future research should test the 

PEC and the TEIQue concurrently in terms of outcomes, criterion validity, and relationships 

with ability measures of EI/EC, for example in the same vein as Freudenthaler and Neubauer 

(2005), who tested the convergent and discriminant validities of intra- and interpersonal 

emotional abilities with relevant performance measures. Further, the question of adapting the 

questionnaires to specific samples / areas of applications appears relevant, like it was done 

with the PEC for cancer patients (Baudry et al., 2020). In addition, the effort in determining 

the best way to assess EI/EC at the trait level appears worthwhile, given its importance in 

many domains. Noteworthy, a recent finding (Mikolajczak & Van Bellegem, 2017) showed 
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that every 1% increase in intrapersonal EC, as measured with the PEC, was found to 

correspond to 1% decrease in healthcare expenditure. Specifically, further investigation of 

EI/EC with a clear distinction between intrapersonal and interpersonal EI/EC appears 

important for addiction research. For example, to determine their implication and impact on 

different kinds of addictions, such as smoking, alcohol use, illicit drug use (Kun & 

Demetrovics, 2010), or addiction focusing on technology (Gugliandolo et al., 2019), such as 

addictions related to internet behaviours (Arrivillaga et al., 2020; Hsieh et al., 2018; Sechi et 

al., 2020; Wang & Zhang, 2020), and smartphone use (Arrivillaga et al., 2020; Busch & 

McCarthy, 2021; Mascia et al., 2020). Finally, clarifying the role of intra- and interpersonal 

EC would also help to design more specific interventions (Hodzic et al., 2017; Schütz et al., 

2020), and promote healthy emotional growth of individuals, protecting against addictions as 

suggested by many researchers in this domain (Arrivillaga et al., 2020; Busch & McCarthy, 

2021; Gugliandolo et al., 2019; Kun & Demetrovics, 2010; Mascia et al., 2020).  
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Table 1 

TEIQue subscales and their definitions (Petrides, 2009) 

Factors Subscales High Scorers Perceive Themselves as . . .  

Well-Being  

Self-esteem  Successful and self-confident  

Trait happiness Cheerful and satisfied with their lives  

Trait happines  Confident and likely to “look on the bright side” of life  

Self-Control 

Emtion regulation  Capable of controlling their emotions  

Stress management  Capable of withstanding pressure and regulating stress 

Impulsiveness (low)  Reflective and less likely to give in to their urges 

Emotionality 

Emotion perception (self and others) Clear about their own and other people’s feelings  

Emotion expression  Capable of communicating their feelings to others  

Relationship skills  Capable of having fulfilling personal relationships  

Empathy  Capable of taking someone else’s perspective  

Sociability 

Social competence  Accomplished networkers with excellent social skills  

Emotion management (others)  Capable of influencing other people’s feelings  

Assertiveness  Forthright, frank, and willing to stand up for their rights  

These subscales do not belong to any 

particular factor and are directly 

included in the total score 

Adaptability  Flexible and willing to adapt to new conditions  

Self-Motivation  Driven and unlikely to give up in the face of adversity  
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Table 2 

Profile of Emotional Competences subscales and their definitions (Brasseur et al., 2013) 

Emotional Competence Definition 

Identification (own and others) being able to perceive an emotion when it appears and identify it 

Expression (own and others) being able to express emotions in a socially accepted manner 

Understanding (own and others) 
being able to understand the causes and consequences of emotions, and 

to distinguish triggering factors from causes  

Regulation (own and others) 
being able to regulate stress or emotions when they are not appropriate 

to the context  

Use (own and others) being able to use emotions to improve reflection, decisions and actions  
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Table 3  

Hypothesized significant correlations with large effect sizes 

PEC Subscales TEIQue Subscales 

Identification (own) Emotion perception (self and others) 

Identification (others) Emotion perception (self and others), Empathy, Relationship skills 

Understanding (own) Emotion perception (self and others) 

Understanding (others) Emotion perception (self and others), Empathy, Relationship skills 

Expressing (own) Emotion expression 

Expressing (others) Relationship skills 

Regulation (own) Emotion regulation, Stress management 

Regulation (others) Emotion management (others), Relationship skills 

Use (own) None 

Use (others) Emotion management (others), Relationship skills 

PEC Factors and Global Score TEIQue Factors and Global Score 

Intrapersonal EC Well-being, Self-control, Emotionality, TEIQue Global 

Interpersonal EC Emotionality, Sociability, TEIQue Global 

Global EC Well-being, Self-control, Emotionality, Sociability, TEIQue Global 

Notes: TEIQue: Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire; PEC: Profile of Emotional Competences; EC: Emotional Competences 
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Table 4  

Descriptive statistics 

 M SD 

Cronbach’s 

α 

TEIQue    

Subscales    

Self-Esteem 4.74 0.82 0.76 

Emotion expression 4.32 1.07 0.83 

Motivation 4.73 0.84 0.73 

Emotion Regulation 4.17 0.72 0.68 

Happiness 5.55 0.98 0.82 

Empathy 4.94 0.83 0.73 

Social Competence 4.67 0.76 0.71 

Impulsiveness 4.45 0.87 0.7 

Emotion perception 4.52 0.80 0.69 

Stress Management 4.34 0.84 0.7 

Emotion Management 
4.38 0.78 0.69 

Optimism 5.18 0.96 0.81 

Relationship Skills 5.29 0.81 0.7 

Adaptability 4.41 0.75 0.69 

Assertiveness 4.68 0.77 0.66 

Factors    

Well-Being 5.16 0.81 0.85 

Self-Control 4.32 0.68 0.79 

Emotionality 4.77 0.68 0.77 

Sociability 4.58 0.62 0.73 

Global score     

Global TEIQue 4.69 0.54 0.79 

PEC    

Subscales    
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Identification_own 3.64 0.67 0.7 

Identification_others 3.52 0.70 0.72 

Understanding_own 3.55 0.73 0.71 

Understanding_others 
3.37 0.63 0.72 

Expressing_own 3.38 0.74 0.73 

Expressing_others 3.87 0.73 0.76 

Regulation_own 3.21 0.71 0.73 

Regulation_others 3.36 0.66 0.72 

Use_own 3.52 0.62 0.7 

Use_others 2.97 0.75 0.78 

Factors    

Intrapersonal_EC 3.46 0.49 0.87 

Interpersonal_EC 3.42 0.51 0.88 

Global score    

Global EC 3.44 0.45 0.92 

Notes: TEIQue: Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire ; PEC : Profile of Emotional Competences
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Table 5  

Pearson Correlation matrix with all study variables 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

TEIQue                                 

1. Self-Esteem                                                                 

2. Emotion expression .32**                                                               

3. Motivation .46** .32**                                                             

4. Emotion Regulation .21** .14** .28**                                                           

5. Happiness .61** .31** .56** .21**                                                         

6. Empathy .30** .39** .41** .19** .40**                                                       

7. Social Competence .50** .48** .44** .25** .43** .45**                                                     

8. Impulsiveness .35** .23** .44** .52** .34** .35** .29**                                                   

9. Emotion perception .37** .58** .39** .20** .38** .55** .51** .34**                                                 

10. Stress Management .32** .19** .35** .59** .36** .27** .30** .57** .28**                                               

11. Emotion 

Management 

.35** .27** .14** .09** .23** .33** .48** .11** .40** .13**                                             

12. Optimism .63** .31** .57** .34** .72** .38** .45** .39** .35** .45** .24**                                           

13. Relationship Skills .43** .32** .51** .23** .62** .53** .43** .42** .44** .36** .23** .48**                                         

14. Adaptability .39** .27** .45** .40** .46** .41** .43** .38** .36** .46** .20** .48** .47**                                       

15. Assertiveness .52** .32** .42** .19** .44** .30** .53** .28** .38** .22** .42** .46** .37** .32**                                     

16. Well-Being .84** .36** .61** .29** .90** .42** .52** .41** .42** .43** .31** .90** .59** .51** .54**                                   

17. Self-Control .35** .23** .43** .82** .37** .32** .33** .84** .33** .86** .13** .47** .41** .49** .28** .45**                                 

18. Emotionality .46** .78** .52** .24** .54** .78** .61** .42** .82** .35** .39** .49** .72** .48** .44** .57** .41**                               

19. Sociability .57** .44** .41** .22** .46** .45** .83** .28** .53** .27** .79** .47** .43** .39** .81** .56** .31** .59**                             

20. Score TEIQue .70** .58** .70** .49** .74** .65** .71** .62** .68** .60** .47** .76** .71** .66** .63** .84** .68** .84** .75**                           

PEC                                 

21. Identification_own .42** .36** .43** .23** .46** .40** .42** .33** .57** .30** .27** .40** .44** .39** .35** .49** .34** .56** .43** .60**                         

22. Identification_others .32** .32** .36** .20** .35** .54** .43** .33** .56** .29** .37** .32** .41** .36** .32** .37** .33** .58** .46** .56** .49**                       

23. Understanding_own .39** .39** .46** .32** .43** .39** .44** .44** .55** .38** .27** .41** .45** .41** .40** .47** .45** .57** .46** .63** .59** .47**                     

24. 

Understanding_others 

.29** .35** .35** .19** .31** .51** .42** .32** .54** .26** .38** .30** .40** .37** .33** .34** .31** .57** .46** .55** .48** .64** .48**                   

25. Expressing_own .35** .67** .35** .22** .34** .41** .47** .37** .54** .30** .27** .37** .42** .34** .33** .40** .36** .67** .44** .60** .46** .43** .50** .42**                 

26. Expressing_others .29** .30** .37** .15** .37** .49** .37** .27** .41** .22** .30** .29** .51** .36** .32** .36** .26** .54** .41** .52** .45** .61** .38** .53** .41**               
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27. Regulation_own .28** .24** .35** .58** .32** .23** .31** .41** .31** .59** .14** .42** .25** .45** .24** .39** .62** .33** .29** .52** .36** .28** .39** .30** .33** .18**             

28. Regulation_others .31** .33** .34** .19** .31** .46** .47** .23** .43** .25** .46** .27** .31** .34** .35** .34** .27** .49** .53** .52** .41** .55** .37** .50** .37** .54** .33**           

29. Use_own .23** .18** .25** .09** .32** .34** .22** .20** .32** .12** .15** .27** .29** .23** .18** .32** .12** .36** .23** .34** .39** .31** .30** .31** .27** .34** .19** .30**         

30. Use_others .20** .14** .00 .04 .04 .08** .34** -.06 .15** .03 .53** .10** -.04 0.04 .28** .12** .00 .11** .48** .19** .13** .19** .07* .19** .08* .10** .11** .43** .09**       

31. Intrapersonal_EC .47** .53** .52** .41** .53** .50** .53** .47** .66** .48** .31** .53** .52** .52** .43** .58** .54** .71** .53** .77** .79** .56** .79** .56** .74** .50** .64** .50** .58** .14**     

32. Interpersonal_EC .38** .39** .39** .21** .37** .56** .55** .29** .60** .28** .56** .34** .42** .39** .44** .42** .31** .62** .64** .63** .53** .81** .48** .76** .46** .76** .32** .82** .36** .54** .61**   

33. Global EC .48** .51** .50** .34** .50** .59** .60** .42** .70** .42** .49** .49** .53** .51** .48** .56** .48** .74** .65** .78** .73** .77** .71** .74** .67** .70** .54** .74** .52** .38** .89** .90** 

Notes: * p < .05; ** p < .01; TEIQue: Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire; PEC: Profile of Emotional Competences; EC: Emotional 

Competences 

 


